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SPLITTING ISOMORPHISMS OF MAPPING TORI
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ABSTRACT. Necessary and sufficient conditions involving invertible cobor-

disms are given for two mapping tori to be isomorphic.   These are used to give

conditions under which a given isomorphism My —► N„ is pseudoisotopic to an

isomorphism which sends M to N.   An exact sequence for the group of pseudo-

isotopy classes of automorphisms of M X S   is derived.   The principal tools are

an imbedding technique due to C. T. C. Wall as well as arguments involving in-

vertible cobordisms.   Applications and examples are given, particularly for mani-

folds of higher dimension where the s-cobordism theorem is applied.

1. Introduction. Let Mf = (M x I)/(f(x), 0) ~ (x, 1) denote a mapping tor-

us where M is a closed connected manifold and / is an isomorphism of M. We

identify M with JlfxOC M*. We are interested in studying the isomorphisms be-

tween two such mapping tori up to pseudoisotopy. In particular, we investigate

conditions under which k: M*—► A^ is pseudoisotopic to k' where k'(M) = N;

we say k' is split and k splits up to pseudoisotopy.

We will work simultaneously in the topological, piecewise linear, and differ-

ential categories; isomorphism means homeomorphism, PL homeomorphism, and

diffeomorphism, respectively.  In the differential case, our proofs need additional

arguments involving repeated smoothing of corners (cf. Douady [4], Siebenmann

[12, p. 534]) to be strictly valid.

Our main ideas are drawn from two other papers. The first is Wall [16],

specifically Lemma 4 of that paper and its proof. There Wall gives an imbedding

technique that we use. The second paper is Siebenmann [12].  Important to us

from [12] are the definitions concerning invertible cobordisms (which we will as-

sume) as well as Theorems I, I', III (for Sl) and Proposition II together with their

proofs.

We now sketch our main results and introduce our notation. First suppose

k is an isomorphism from M, to N which respects their fiberings over Sl, i.e.

pgk — Pf. If k(M) n (N x {r}) = 0 for some r and either cobordism between

k(M) and N x {t} is isomorphic to M x /, then we could isotope k to split k'.
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Using Wall's imbedding technique, we find more general conditions under which

we may pseudoisotope k to split k'. Recall that f0,fx:X —► Y are called pseu-

doisotopic if there is an isomorphism F: X * I —> Y * I such that F(x, i) =

f,(x),i = 0, 1. ^
Since pk - Py, we can lift k to an isomorphism k: M x R —>JVxR where

where    k(M x 0)    lies above   N x 0.    The region between

N x 0 and k(M x 0) is the total space W of an invertible cobordism c(k) = (W,

N, M, /0,/i). Wall's imbedding technique allows us to imbed W inNg x /so that

Ngxl splits as W x ll(P(w), 0) ~ (w, 1) and FI ;o(A0 = fogft1, Pl/,(M) =

jxfj\~x. In general, we call / and g quasiconjugate (cf. [2, definition of conjugate])

if there are an invertible cobordism (W, M, N, f, g) and an automorphism h of W

with h \j0(M) = j'ofJQ*, h \jx(N) = jxgjxl. We show that / and g being quasi-

conjugate is equivalent to the existence of an isomorphism k: My —► Ng with

Pgk-Py.

If the cobordism c(k) above is a product, the splitting of N   x / allows us

to pseudoisotope k to split k'. Thus c(k) can be regarded as an obstruction to

splitting. For the special case of M = N, f = g = lM, we formalize this into a

useful exact sequence.

We denote by A(M x Sl) (resp. A(M)) the group of pseudoisotopy classes

of automorphisms of M x S1  (resp. M).    Denote by k(M x S1) (resp.

A(M x S1, M), k(M x S1 rel M)) the pseudoisotopy classes of automorphisms k

ofMx-S1 (resp. (M x Sl, M), (M x S• reí M)) with p2k - p2, where p2 de-

notes projection to S1.

If [k] E A(M x S1), c(k) (more precisely, its equivalence class; we will not

distinguish the two in general) is an element of the group (under composition, cf.

[12]) of invertible Af-cobordisms (W, M, M, f0,jx), denoted by IC(M). For brevi-

ty, we write (W, /0,/,), suppressing the M. If k is pseudoisotopic to lMxsi >

c(k) is invertibly cobordant to the identity cobordism (M x /, i0, ix); i.e. there

is an invertible cobordism (Z, M x /, M x /, J0,JX) which restricts to c(k) on

one side and to (M x /, i°0, ix) on the other (up to equivalence). Denote by

SC(M) the (normal) subgroup of all invertible cobordisms which are invertibly co-

bordant to the identity. We show that k —► c(k) induces a homomorphism C:

A(M x S1) —► IC(M)/SC(M). Restriction to M defines a homomorphism F:

A(M x Sl, M) -* A(M). Given [h] E A(M), let q([h]) = (M x /, /0, ixh)mod

SC(M). We show there is a commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 — A(M x S1 rel M) -+ A(M x S1) -^/C(M)/SC(M) -> 0

/ 'Z

0 -»> A(M x 51 rel M) -♦ A(M x S1, Jlf) -^ A(W)-^0
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We discuss the general splitting problem in §2; in §3 we derive our exact

sequences for automorphisms of M x Sl.  §4 consists of examples and applica-

tions. We examine there the implications of the s-cobordism theorem for

dim M > 5 and apply our results for M = S" and M = Dk x T".

2. Quasiconjugacy and mapping tori. In this section we study conditions un-

der which two mapping tori are isomorphic and apply our results to the splitting

problem. We first prove

Theorem 1. For My to be isomorphic to Ng via k such that pgk — Py it is

necessary and sufficient that f be quasiconjugate to g.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose c — (V, M, N, }0,j\) is an invertible cobordism

with inverse d = (W, N, M, k0, kx) and /0fj'öl.7\SÎ\X extend to an automor-

phism h of V. We will use V and W to construct an isomorphism My—>-Ng.

Since both cd and dc are trivial, there are isomorphisms F: M x / —>■ V U. „   . W

and G: N x / —► W Ufc     , W such that F(m, 0) = /0(m), F(m, 1) = kx(m),

G(n, 0) = k0(n), G(n, 1) = jx(n). F and G induce isomorphisms F': My —► V

U W/kx(m) ~j0(f(m)) and G': Ng-+WU       , V/jx(n) ~ k0(g(n)).  V
/] "0 * ,  Ki/o ,

and W may be regarded as subspaces of both F (My) and G (Ng). We construct

an isomorphism k': F'(My) —* G'(Ng) by sending W —*■ W via the identity and

V —*■ V via h~l, checking that these maps agree with the identifications. Then

k = (G')~lk'F': My—*Ng is the required isomorphism.

Necessity. The universal cover e: R —> S1 and covering transformations

T'(t) = t + i induce via pf and pg coverings Py. M x R —+ My and F^ : AT x R —>

Ng with covering transformations Tf(m, t) — (f'(m), t + i) and T'g(n, t) =

(g~'(n), t + /)■ Given k: Mf —> A^ with p^ - pf we may lift ¡ttoi:MxR->

JVxR with fcFj- = T'gk. Since AÍ is compact, we may assume (using Tg) that

k(M x 0) lies in the +°° component of N * (F\{0}), henceforth called "above

A^ x 0". Let (V, N, M, iN, kiM) be the invertible cobordism with V the region be-

tween k(M x 0) and N x 0. Then F"1 gives an isomorphism from V to Tg~1(V).

The collars k(M x [-1,0]) and N x [-1,0] together may be used to give an iso-

morphism from Tg~l(V) to V. The composition of these two isomorphisms is an

automorphism of F which restricts to (kiM)f(kiM)~l on (kiM)(M) and iNgi^1

on iN(N); thus/is quasiconjugate to g.

Corollary 2. Mf is isomorphic to N x's1 via k with p2k - pf iff fis

pseudoisotopic to \M and M and N are invertibly cobordant.

Proof. Use the inverse of the invertible cobordism in the definition of qua-

siconjugacy to show the second condition above is equivalent to the second con-
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dition in Theorem 1. The result follows from Theorem 1.

We now prove a refined version of the necessity in Theorem 1 ; it is a gen-

eralization of Lemma 4 in [16].

Proposition 3. Given an isomorphism k: My —* Ng with pgk - py, there

is an invertible cobordism c = (W, N, M, i'N x 0, ki'M x 1) imbedded in Ng x I

(where i'N: N C^. Ng, i'M: M C^. My) with ends N x 0 and k(M) x 1. Moreover,

if one splits Ng x I along W, one gets Ng x / =* W x I/(P(w), 0) ~ (w, 1) where

P is an automorphism of W and P(n, 0) = (g(n), 0), P(k(m), 1) = (k(f(m)), 1).

Proof. From the proof of the necessity in Theorem 1, we have an inverti-

ble cobordism (V, N, M, iN, kiM). The mapping G: N x R+ —>- Ng x I, G(n, t)

= (Pg(n, t), tl(\ + t)) is an imbedding. Hence GIV is an imbedding. For

m EM, let Gk(m, 0) = (k(m), u(m)). Define C: A/ x / —► k(M) xIENgxI

by C(m, t) = (k(m), t + (1 - t)u(m)). C is an imbedding which connects

Gk(M x 0) to k(M) x lENgx I. C(M x I) and G(V) fit together along

C(M x 0) = Gk(M x 0). Moreover, this is the only place where they intersect.

For if C(m, t), t > 0, is in the image of G, it must come from Tg(k(M x. 0)),

i > 0. But if i > 0, Tg(k(M x 0)) is connected,does not intersect k(M x 0), and

contains points in the +°° component ofNx R\k(M x 0); hence Tg(k(M x 0))

nv= 0. Thus W = G(V) U C(M x /) is the total space of an invertible co-

bordism (W, N, M, i'N x 0, ki'M x 1) from N x 0 to k(M) x 1 in Ng x I. This

cobordism is equivalent to (V, N, M, iN, kiM). Now if Ng x I is split along W,

one gets a cobordism from W to itself.

Claim. This cobordism is W x I.

Consider the region S = {(«, t, s): 0 < s < 1, t > s} C N x R,. x /. De-

fine K: M x I —► S by K(m, t) = (k(m, t), t), where k is chosen so K(M x I) is

above d_S = {(n, f, s): 0 < s < 1, / = s}. Consider the region U between

K(M x I) and 3_5. Using collars at both ends we may construct an isomorphism

D: V x I—*■ Uwhich is the identity on V x 0,D((n, 0), 1) = («, 1, 1) and

D(k(m, 0), 1) = (k(m, 1), 1) = (T¡(k(f(m), 0)), 1). Let G: S -> Ng x / be giv-

en by

G(n, t, s) = (Pg(n, t), (t - s)/(l +(t- s))).

If G(n, t, s) = G(n, t', s), then either (n, t, s) = (n, t\ s) or [s, s'} = {0, 1}.

Thus G It/is an imbedding except on the two sides which are both sent to G(V).

In terms of the isomorphism D of U with V x I, G is an imbedding of

D(V x [0, 1)) and G sends D(V x 1) isomorphically to G(D(V x 0)). We have

G(D((n, 0), 1)) = G(n, 1,1) = (Pg(n, 1), 0) = G(D((g(n), 0), 0))

and
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G(D(k(m, 0), 1)) = G(T¡ (k(f(m), 0)), 1)

- G(k(f(m), 0), 0) = G(D(k(f(m), 0)), 0).

The collar furnished by C may also be extended. For m EM, let GK(m, t) =

(k[m, t], u(m, t)). Define C : (M x I) x I —> A^ x / by C(m, t, s) = (k[m, t],

s + (1 - s) u (m, t)). C is an imbedding for t =# 0, 1 and we see as before that

C(Af x / x_/) and G(U) fit together along C(M x / x 0) = GK(M x I). Using

D, G and C, we may realize N   x I as W x I/(w, 1) ~ (P(w), 0) where P(n, 0) =

(g(n), 0) and P(k(m), 1) = (k(f(m)), 1).

Corollary 4. In the terminology of Theorem 3,ifc is a product, then k

splits up to pseudoisotopy. IfM = N and c is trivial, then k is pseudoisotopic to

k'withk'\M= 1M.

Proof. If c is a product, then there is an isomorphism L: M x I —► W with

L(m, 1) = k(m) and L(M x 0) = N. If M = N and c is trivial we may also choose

L(m, 0) = m. By Proposition 3, A^ x I splits along W = M x / tô give M x

I x I. This allows us to extend k x ix : My x {1} —-*■ Ng x I and L: M x I—*

Ng x / to a pseudoisotopy K: My x I —+ Ng x I between k and k' with k'(m) =

L(m, 0).

Remark  1. The only hypothesis on M, N in Theorem 1 that is necessary is

that they be compact, connected topological spaces. An alternate proof of the

sufficiency in Theorem 1 for Af a differentiable manifold of dimension > 5 appears

in Lawson [7]. Our proof above is essentially a modification of Siebenmann's

proof of Theorem III (for S^in [12]. The proof of sufficiency of Theorem 1

may be modified by using [12, Theorem I'] to show My x I $¿ Vh=Ng x I. A

proof of the necessity of Corollary 2 when dimAf > 4 in the differential case ap-

pears in Levine [10]; the proof uses the fibering theorem of F. T. Farrell.

3. An exact sequence for A(M x S1). Suppose k represents an element of

A(M x Sl). Then k may be lifted to an automorphism k of Af x R. We may as-

sume that k(M x 0) lies above M x 0.  Lst'V(k) be the region ber.veen M x 0

and k(M x 0). Then (V(k), i0, ki0) is an invertible Af-cobordism.  Using the col-

lar provided by k we see that its equivalence class is independent of the lifting

above Af x 0. Let c(k) = (VQc), i0, ki0). Then

c(lk) = (V(\k), i0, Yki0) = (V(T), i0, U0)(KV(k)), U0,Vci0) = c(l)c(k)

since (J(V(k)), l/0, lki0) is equivalent to (V(k), i0, kiQ).

Suppose F is a pseudoisotopy between k0 and kx. Then (k0 x lj)_1K = L

is a pseudoisotopy between \Mxsi and k~^lkx. Lift L to an automorphism L of
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M x R x /. We may assume L(M x 0 x /) lies above M x 0 x /; let V(L) denote

the region between them. Then (V(L), I0,LI0) is an invertible (M x /)-cobordism

between the identity and c(k^1kx). Thus c(kö1kx) E SC(M). Then c(kx) =

c(k0(k~¿lkx)) = c(k0)c(kQlkx) lies in the same coset of SC(M) as c(k0). Thus

the correspondence k —► c(k) determines a homomorphism C: A(M x Sl) —►

IC(M)ISC(M).

Theorem 5. The following diagram is commutative with exact rows.

0 —► A(Af x S• rel M) -L^'Â(M x 51) -^IC(M)ISC(M) —» 0

0 -*• A(Af x S1 rel M) -*-♦ A(Af xS\M) -&-+ A(M)->• 0

Proof. Commutativity is straightforward, as is exactness of the bottom se-

quence. Surjectivity of C follows immediately from our proof of the sufficiency

in Theorem 1, specialized to M = N, /= g = \M.  For starting with arbitrary

c G IC(M), we construct there an automorphism kofMxS1 with c(kTl) = c.

Suppose k represents an element of ker C Then c(k) E SC(M). Thus there

is an invertible cobordism D between the identity M-cobordism and c(k). Using

D in place of d in the proof of sufficiency in Theorem 1 we may construct a

pseudoisotopy K between F0 and Kx so that c(K0) = (M x /, i0, ix) and c(Kx) —

c(k). Moreover, K0(M) H M = 0, so we may use a trivialization of c(K0) to con-

struct an isotopy of K0 to F0 with F01 Af = 1M. Thus Fj is pseudoisotopic to

F0. Composing this pseudoisotopy with (F0 x l/)-1 gives a pseudoisotopy L

between 1        x and F¡ with c(K'x) — c(k). Then i' = L~l(k x \j) is a pseudo-

isotopy between fc and k' with c(fc') = (M x I, i0, ix). We may use Corollary 4

to construct a pseudoisotopy between k' and fc" so that k"\M = 1^.

Assume now k represents an element of ker I. We will show [k] G ker f';

hence [k] = [1        ,]. Our proof is analogous to that above; we first find a pseu-

doisotopy L with c(L) = (Mx I x /, /0,/j), and then use it to get a pseudoiso-

topy (as maps of (M x Sl, M)) between k and 1        ..  Since [k] G ker i, there

is a pseudoisotopy K (not necessarily rel M, however) between k and 1        ..

Lift K to F: Af x R x / —► Af x R x / with F(M x 0 x /) C M x (0, p) x I,

where p is a positive integer. Then K: M x [0, p] x / —► M x R x / induces an

automorphism F'ofAfxS1 x/ = AfxRx Il(x, y, t) ~ (je, y + p, t). K¡¡ is isotopic to

kp and K'x is isotopic to lMxsl. Using these isotopies we may construct a pseu-

doisotopy K" between kp and l„xsl with c(K") - c(K). Using p + 1 in place

of p, we may also construct a pseudoisotopy F'" between kp + 1 and 1        j with
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c(K'") = c(K). Then L = (F'")(F")_1 is a pseudoisotopy between k and iMxsi

with c(L) trivial.

By Proposition 3 (adapted to M x I in place of Af ) we can construct an im-

bedding F of Af x I2 in M x Sl x I2 so that M x S1 x I2 splits along F(M x I2)

to give M x I3. Also, FlAf x / x 1 = (L \M x /) x i,, F(M x / x 0) =

Af x / x 0, and F\M x 0 x / (resp. FlAf x 1 x /) extends to a "wrapping" iso-

topy (i.e. sliding along the S1 factor) F0 (resp. Kx) between lMxgl and 1        ,

(resp. k and k). Using the splitting, /,, F, K0,KX extend to a pseudoisotopy be-

tween L and /,' where i'lMxS1 x 0 = 1 _,.„„,,/,'I M xS'x1=íí and
NI Xo *

L'(M x I) = M x I; i.e. /,' is a pseudoisotopy between A: and 1        j as maps of

(M x S1, M).

Remark 2. A diagram chase shows that ker/ = ker q and coker/ s coker <?.

If [k] E ker/, then there is a pseudoisotopy F between k and l,.vo,.  Lifting
— NI A¿ *

this to an automorphism K of M x R x I as before, we get an invertible cobor-

dism (V(K), I0,KI0). If this were a product cobordism, we could use the prod-

uct structure to get a pseudoisotopy between k\M and \M. This would imply

that [k] E ker/ n ker F = {[1        j ]}. Thus if every invertible M x /-cobordism

is a product, then / and q are monomorphisms. If every invertible M-cobordism

is a product, then / and q are epimorphisms.

Remark 3. If Af is a compact connected manifold with boundary instead

of a closed connected manifold, then a version of Theorem 5 where we do every-

thing relative to the boundary is still valid. Here the invertible Af-cobordisms are

endowed with a trivialization on 3Af, i.e. an invertible ./If-cobordism is a 4-tuple

W /0./i »J) where dW=W0UWxU Y and /,-: Af -+ W¡, J: 9Af x / —► Y are

isomorphisms such that J(m, i) = /,(m) for m G 9Af. In the differential case W

is a manifold with corners. Other definitions are modified to take the boundary

into account. The proof of Theorem 5 is essentially the same as in the closed

case except one has to keep track of the boundary during the constructions. We

use this remark in §4.

4. Examples and applications. In this section we will examine the effect of

certain restrictions on the manifold M as well as apply our results to particular M.

We first assume n = dim Af > 5 so that we may apply the s-cobordism theo-

rem. Note that invertibility of (W, M, N, j0,jx) is equivalent to requiring that W

is an /z-cobordism when n > 5. If Wh^Af) = 0, then Remark 2 implies that the

two exact sequences from Theorem 5 become equivalent. In the more general

case of mapping tori, Corollary 4 implies that every automorphism of My is pseu-

doisotopic to a split one. This could be formalized to show A(Afp Af) = A(Mf).

This is also true in certain special cases where Wh^Af) =£ 0; e.g. if M is a lens

space.
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In general, a straightforward calculation shows that (W, Íq,]\) represents an

element of im q if and only if the torsion of the inclusion /0(Af) C_>. W is of the

form a + (- l)"ö G Wh^j W). Geometrically, this means that W arises from the

doubling construction of Milnor [11]. Thus to show q (and hence /) is not sur-

jective, one needs an example of an invertible Af-cobordism (W, j0,jx) with

t(W, j0(M)) not of the form a + (- l)"a. Many such examples can be found in

Lawson [8]. In particular, if nxM = Zs and n is even, every torsion r G

Wh(Zs) = Z is realizable as the torsion of ;'0(Af) C». W for an invertible Af-co-

bordism (W, }0, }x) although {r G Wh(Zs): r - o + (- l)"ö} = 2Z C Z (cf. Bass

[1]).
We now apply our results to M = S". We specify the category by substi-

tuting H, P, V for A. We assume that the automorphism / of S" is orientation

preserving (thus [h] = [\M] for f/, P). Assume first that « > 1 and A = P.

V(S") is a semidirect product of r"+1 with Z2; the Z2 factor is generated by a

reflection which acts on r"+1 by inversion; r"+1 is abelian. This fact together

with Theorem 1 implies that S" is isomorphic to S?, iff/ is pseudoisotopic to

/ or f~l. There is also an exact sequence

0 —*V(S" x S1) -* V(S" x S1) -*Z2—*0.

If n > 5, then Theorem 5 together with the s-cobordism theorem yields an exact

sequence

0 -» V(S" x S1 rel S")^V(S" x S1) -♦ p(5") -* 0.

V(S" x Sl rel 5") = Z2® T"+2. r"+2 commutes with V(S") but the Z2 acts

on rn+1 C V(S") via the Milnor-Munkres-Novikov pairing (cf. Levine [10]). We

can thus recover the results of Browder [2] and Turner [15] on V(S" x Sx). For

n > 5, A = P or H, similar analysis shows A(S" x S1) = Z2 © Z2 ® Z2.

For n < 4 we require a result to supplant the use of the s-cobordism theorem

in higher dimensions. For « = 4 this is provided by the Poincaré conjecture in

dimension 5 (for P, V) together with the Annulus Conjecture in dimension 5

(for ff)- F°r " = 3 and A = P or V what is needed is a result of Kervaire [5]

saying that a 4-dimensional homology sphere bounds a contractible manifold.

This implies (cf. Swarup [14, Lemma 2Î) that an invertible 53-cobordism is inver-

tibly cobordant to a product. For n = 2 a result of E. M. Brown [3] implies that

every invertible S2-cobordism is a product. For n = 1 we can use the classifica-

tion theorem for compact surfaces. Then we can show that for« = 2, 3  (and

A = P or V), 4 we have A(5" x S1) = Z2 © Z2 © Z2. For n = 1 we get

A(Sl x51)^GL(2,Z).

Now assume M = Dk x T" (see Remark 3) where k > 4; here Dk denotes
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the ball of dimension k and T" is the «-torus. Fix A = H or P. Note that

A~(Dk x T") = A(Dk x T"). Then Theorem 5 (for manifolds with boundary,

where we work relative to the boundary) together with the s-cobordism theorem

(or the Poincaré conjecture or Annulus Conjecture when k = 4, n = 1) implies

that we have an exact sequence

0 -* A(Dk x T" rel Dk x T"~l) -»> A(Dk x T") -> A(Dk x T"~l) -* 0.

But A(Dk x T"relDk x T"~1)^ A(Dk+l x T"'1): split Dk x T" along

Dk x T"~l and check the definitions. This then allows us to prove by induc-

tion on n that A(Dk x T") = 0 for k > 4. This implies that homotopy triangu-

lations of Dk+l x T" are trivial, k > 4. This last result is used by Kirby and

Siebenmann in [6] ((k + l)-handles can be straightened, k + 1 > 5).

For k < 4 our sequences yield much valuable information as well. In anoth-

er paper [9] we have applied them to recover and amplify a result of Siebenmann

[13] that either the 4- or 5-dimensional PL s-cobordism conjecture is false. Our

result there states roughly that the failures exhibited by Siebenmann in [13] oc-

cur in dimension 4 or in dimension 5 but not in both dimensions.
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